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“Our God is able to
deliver us from the fiery
furnace. But if he does
not let it be known, we
will not serve your gods 605
or worship your golden
image.”
Daniel 3:1718

“So we built the wall,
and all the wall was
joined together: for the
430
people had a mind to
work.”
Nehemiah 4:6

,
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,
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Refused the King’s
food
Refused to worship
anything but God
Were saved from the
fiery furnace

,
,
,
,

He was the cupbearer
to the king of Persia
Went to Jerusalem to
build the walls
Stood firm against his
enemy, Sanballat
Worked with the priest,
Ezra

Hero
“For if you hold your
peace, deliverance will
come to the Jews from
another place, but who
knows whether you were
chosen for such a time
as this.” Esther 4:14
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Queen of Persia

Cleanses Naaman of
leprosy

Risked her life for her
people

Resurrects a
woman’s son

Exposed the plots of
Haman

Show’s his servant
an army of angels

Saved her people from
destruction

Purifies poison water
and food
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Inherited a double
portion of Elijah’s
spirit

Became leaders
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“And he took the coat of
Elijah that fell from him,
and smote the waters,
…and they parted.”
2 Kings 2:14
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